




Reflecting the grandeur of  the royal era, ITC Rajputana pioneers a 
unique tradition in luxury and authentic Indian hospitality 
bringing alive the spirit of  Rajasthan. 

Designed along the lines of  a traditional haveli, it has a distinctive 
charm with a unique definition of  space and splendour. 
Magnificent architecture, rich cultural heritage, palatial settings, 
exquisite heritage décor, stunning jharokas and intricate art-work 
evoke the spirit of  a bygone era. 

Embark on a stately journey with imperial stays, distinguished 
luxury and thoughtful service at the address of  choice for royal 
families, statesman, celebrities, connoisseurs of  fine living and 
discerning travelers.
  
Check-in to a regal staycation with family and friends indulging in 
leisurely-paced experiences and engaging activities, accentuating 
your experiential sojourn at ITC Rajputana, a drivable distance 
from Delhi NCR. 

LEISURE & RECREATION 

Whether you're travelling for business or leisure, we provide you 
with a plethora of  offerings to make your stay truly experiential. 
Experience a fine amalgam of  luxury and engaging leisure 
experiences at ITC Rajputana, offering a gamut of  indoor and 
outdoor activities tailored to make your stay memorable. 

Celebrating the essence of Rajasthan 

& its royalty.

Selected services and facilities may not be available owing to prevailing government guidelines





DELIGHTFUL INDOOR ACTIVITIES
 
Make time for leisure and fun-filled times as you indulge in a 
plethora of  Indoor activities with your family and friends. 

Head to the Recreation zone and try your hand at a wide array of  
games like Table Tennis, Chess, Carom, Billiards, Cards and more. 
Feel the adrenalin rush as hits and misses power-up your day or as 
you unwind over free play. 

Burn off  calories at our fully equipped Fitness Centre providing 
resident guests with a range of  equipment for their work-out 
needs. Understanding the requirements and time constraint of  our 
discerning guests, our Fitness Centre is operational 24 hours with 
an on-site personal trainer available for consultation sessions, 
circuit training and customized workouts.
 
Spark your creativity and get artsy, indulging the artist within at 
our hotel's Art Gallery providing bespoke offerings for you to 
express your thoughts on a canvas. Let your expressions 
effortlessly flow out and take home your very own handcrafted 
piece of  art. 

Selected services and facilities may not be available owing to prevailing government guidelines



EXHILARATING OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES
 
Spread over a vast expanse our verdant outdoor spaces offer a line-
up of  activities for sports enthusiasts and leisure seekers. Uncover 
moments of  fun with our wide array of  thrilling open-air games and 
activities, ensuring no dull moments during your stay.   

Let your little ones indulge in moments of  unadulterated frolic at 
the Kids play area offering a string of  activities, exciting games and 
ladders and fun installations to keep them entertained, as you enjoy 
some me-time. Allow your tiny tots to climb, crawl and jump to their 
heart's content as they exhaust their seemingly endless supply of  
energy and you replenish yours with some much-needed downtime. 

Soak in the beauty of  the lush outdoors with successive laps at our 
outdoor swimming pool or leisure frolicking with your little ones in 
the kid's splash pool. Enjoy the timeless aesthetics as you cool-off  
with a perfect morning dip in the pool or opt for refreshing late-
evening plunges. Enjoy a splashing game of  water volleyball with 
friends or relax on lounge chairs and enjoy an invigorating drink or 
meal at the poolside.
 
Explore the sweeping environs with a family picnic at the well-
manicured lawns offering the perfect setting for cherished family 
time and memorable moments of  togetherness. 

Breathe in the freshness of  the luxuriant landscape with exciting 
outdoor sports. For those who enjoy sporty fun and are drawn to 
fresh breeze and green spaces, ITC Rajputana offers you some of  
the most enjoyable open-air recreational activities to gratify your 
adventurous cravings. 

Selected services and facilities may not be available owing to prevailing government guidelines





VOLLEY BALL 
What better way to sweat it out than with a fun game of  Volley 

Ball as you hustle over the nets to score your winning shot. 

CRICKET 
Sweeping landscapes offer cricket enthusiasts thrilling 

opportunities to engage in friendly matches, testing out your 
batting and bowling prowess in picturesque surroundings. 

BADMINTON 
Challenge your partner to a high-powered game of  badminton 
as you chase the shuttlecock all over the court to add to your 

victory score. 

CROQUET 
If  croquet excites you our expansive lawns provide the perfect 
setting for you to enjoy an idyllic game as you leisurely hit the 

balls through the hoops, and strive to finish the course. 

KITE FLYING
Gaze in awe at the sky as your kite rises up, up and away. 

Indulge in the time-honoured kite flying activity as the thrill 
of  cutting off  your partner's string keeps you on your toes. 

CYCLING 
Explore the glorious environs meandering and gliding down 

lush pathways and genteel landscape, sight-seeing around 
and delighting in the simple pleasures of  life.

WORLD HERITAGE GUIDED TOUR 
Soak in the vibrant heritage of  the Pink City by night, setting 

off  to explore well-lit magnificent remnants and stunning 
architectural marvels, making them a grand spectacle to 

watch and admire.

Selected services and facilities may not be available owing to prevailing government guidelines





ADVENTURE LACED WITH LUXURY
 

Feel that adrenaline rush as you engage in a string of  curated outdoor 
adventures pleasing the most daring thrill-seekers and making for 

action-packed getaways.
 

Morning trek at Amer Fort/ Nahargarh Fort
Trek through lush trails and soak in breathtaking views of  historic 

monuments as their charismatic charm, makes it worth the effort. Stop 
awhile to marvel at picture-perfect sunset from a vantage point, taking 

in awe-inspiring views. 

Jhalana Safari Tour 
The wild experience: Get up and close with the diverse flora and fauna 

as you head into the wilderness with our guided safari tour through 
Jhalana. Spot elusive wild cats like leopards and panthers in their 

natural habitat, traversing through jungle trails during your 
exploratory getaway. 

Hot Air Ballooning 
Drift off  in bliss exploring the wondrous scenery with a thrilling 

hot air balloon flight over scenic pink-hued landscapes 
dotted with stunning architectural gems. 

Bazaar shopping experience 
Jaipur is a famous vacation spot and paradise for shopaholics. 

Saunter through bustling bazaars and delve into a plethora of  
vivid merchandise like traditional outfits, carved silver jewelry, 

leather jutti's, wooden artefacts, miniature paintings, 
antiques and lots more.  

HERITAGE LACED ENTERTAINMENT 
 

Explore the Rajputana culture and timeless traditions with folk 
performances and soulful melodies in the majestic splendour of  our 

heritage ambience.

Puppet Show 
Glimpse into lively storytelling with time-honoured entertainment 

through puppet show exhibits, accentuated by the creative lighting and 
dramatic dance moves that will leave you awestruck.

 
Folk Dance 

Revel in late evening celebrations in royal settings, delighting in 
nuances of  traditional Rajasthani folk dance as the air is filled with 

melodies by the local musicians.
 

Folk Singers 
Be greeted by soulful renditions of  traditional music as folk singers 

welcome you with heartening melodies at the grand haveli. 
 

Weekend Marwari Bazar  
Wander through buzzing streets and vibrant marketplaces at the 

Weekend Marwari Bazaar as the striking array of  authentic art and 
indigenous crafts by local artisans will leave you awe-struck. Don't 

forget to bargain with the shopkeepers.
 

Evening ritual in the lobby  
Let us invite you to our spacious lobby to partake in time-honoured 
rituals and traditions that embody the essence of  Rajputana culture, 

certain to mesmerize and warm up your stay..  

Selected services and facilities may not be available owing to prevailing government guidelines





AN EPICUREAN EXTRAVAGANZA 

Our iconic gastronomic offerings showcase the best of  Indian 
and international culinary traditions, distinguishable by their 

authentic flavours and aromatic ingredients.

Refined décor, guest-centric services, intuitive hospitality and 
emphasis on curating the finest gourmet fare makes dining at 

ITC Rajputana, a truly divine experience. 

Chat over Chaat 
Tickle your taste buds with tempting street food paired with 

lively banter by the azure waters making your evenings a 
delightful affair at Jharokha, the contemporary 

poolside lounge.

Chai Nashta 
Redefine your evening tea-time ritual with piping hot brews and 
scrumptious appetizers as you admire vivid hues of  the setting 

sun with family and friends.

Bar-Be-Que Indulgences 
Warm-up your evenings with fiery preparations and succulent 

offerings straight off  the grills as the sizzling aroma of  
Barbeque Nights fires up your culinary sojourn.

Indoor Sherpa
Experience a wide selection of  diverse fare savouring local and 

global cuisine during your stay. Food Sherpa Trails will take 
gastronomes on exciting culinary journeys through multiple 

cities in India, offering a series of  unique experiences that 
will allow you to sample traditional cuisine, 

like never before.

Chef-In-You 
Try your hand at whipping up your favourite comfort food with 
an interactive cooking session with our Chefs, as they guide you 

through the process of  crafting delectable preparations. 

Selected services and facilities may not be available owing to prevailing government guidelines



HEADY INDULGENCES AT 
SHEESH MAHAL BAR

Sheesh Mahal, the shimmering bar off  the lobby draws its name 
from the 'Palace of  Mirrors' in the historical Amber fort. 
Thousands of  tiny mirrors embedded in the walls add a starry 
glitter to spirited indulgences as you sip and savour handcrafted 
cocktails, signature mélanges and potent concoctions.  

Quench your thirst after a long day with our stellar array of  
mocktails and cocktails serving up top international brands and 
ITC vintages from the barrel of  1975.

Selected services and facilities may not be available owing to prevailing government guidelines





WELLNESS EXPERIENCE

From the signature royal spa, Kaya Kalp to the professionally 
designed Salon Di Wills, from serene swimming pools to well-
equipped high-tech Gym – ITC Rajputana makes sure that every 
need of  yours is delivered with utmost care and luxury.

Prakriti walk 
Let the tranquility and quietude of  bountiful surroundings 
soothe you inside out with curated nature walks around our lush 
property.
 

Yoga & Meditation
Reconnect with yourself  as you alleviate the stress of  modern 
living with healing asanas and guided Yoga classes. Take out time 
to channelize your energy and re-balance the mind, body and soul 
with mindful meditation sessions in relaxed luxury.

Foot massage 
Feel the pressure ease off  with the intuitive touches of  our 
proficient masseurs, asenergizing foot massages soothe your 
aches away and bring back the spring in your step.

Ayurveda wellness therapies  
Immerse in holistic healing as wellness-enhancing rituals at ITC 
Rajputana are uniquely tailored to detoxify, purify and bring 
balance, well-being and energy to the body and mind. 

Diet counselling –Benefit from our nutritional counselling 
sessions based on your individual needs and adopt a healthier 
lifestyle by altering dietary habits and making physical activity 
part of  daily life. 

Invigorating Spa Experiences
Rejuvenate yourself  with exotic body treatments, relaxing 
massages, ancient Ayurvedic rituals and reviving aroma therapy 
treatments at Kaya Kalp - The Spa. Our skillful masseuses bring 
to you experiences deeply rooted in traditional Indian wellness 
philosophies and offer complete regeneration of  the senses 
during your stay.

Salon Experience 
Get pampered at Salon Di Wills with our bespoke range of  beauty 
and hair treatments using the finest products. Accentuate your 
look with personalised treatments for both men and women as 
you step out looking and feeling your fabulous best. 

Selected services and facilities may not be available owing to prevailing government guidelines





A ROYAL ABODE

Designed to echo traditional haveli feels, ITC Rajputana with 
itsmagnificent façade and red brick exterior is an architectural 

marveland distinguished luxury address in Jaipur. 

Ornate corridors, stunning open-air courtyards and embellished 
lattice work brings alive the spirit of  Rajasthan and makes for an 
ideal backdrop for pre-wedding shoots, Insta-worthy shots and 

professional photography. 

ROYAL RAJPUTANA STAY EXPERIENCE

Relive the splendours of  the bygone era with a regal getaway 
exclusively curated for the discerning traveller with a taste for 

luxury at ITC Rajputana. 

Luxuriate in plush accommodation that reflects a blend of  
traditional and modern panache with an aura of  opulence. 
Tastefully decked up rooms and suites ornamented with 
elegant period furniture, fittings and modern amenities 

impart a true flavour of  the glorious lifestyle 
of  the royals. 

Unwind in superlative comfort as personalised butler service 
and our thoughtful hospitality warms up your stay 
with family and friends, making it an unforgettable 

experience to cherish forever.  

Imperial Weddings & Grand Events
 

Dream up a traditional Indian wedding and turn it into an event 
extraordinaire.

Bring your dream wedding to life in stunning open-air venues 
and palatial spaces tailored for your intimate ceremonies and 
grand events. Encapsulate memorable moments and weave 

dreams into reality with magnificent celebrations seamlessly 
orchestrated by our proficient wedding curators. 

Plan a destination wedding, personal event or milestone 
celebration in the warm and luxurious settings of  
ITC Rajputana with versatile function spaces and 

immaculate service, adding a touch of  royalty 
to your special occasions.

Selected services and facilities may not be available owing to prevailing government guidelines



Palace Road, Gopalbari, 
Jaipur, Rajasthan 302006

Phone 0141 405 1600
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